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ABSTRACT
The mass adoption of automated vehicles in the near future will
benefit safety (of occupants and pedestrians), the environment (low
emissions), and society (accessibility, on-demand travel). There are,
however, still challenges that need to be addressed, with one of
the most crucial being motion sickness. In automated vehicles, the
interior could be transformed into a living room or a working space,
allowing occupants to spend their time with non-driving activities.
These changes are likely to provoke, and increase, motion sickness
incidence. To that end, this workshop will explore the current state
of motion sickness detection and mitigation methods from different
angles (e.g., closed-loop detection, multimodal motion cues,etc.)
through expert talks and reflections, followed by discussions. The
workshop will develop an agenda for motion sickness research
in automated vehicles, facilitate new research ideas and fruitful
collaborations.

CCS CONCEPTS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Vehicle occupants spend a significant amount of time travelling
as occupants, commuting to and from work or for other social
reasons. While travelling, occupants often engage in non-driving
related tasks (NDRTs; e.g., reading, watching movies, working),
which often results in the occurrence of motion sickness. Motion
sickness comprises of a multitude of symptoms, such as, dizziness,
sweating, headaches, drowsiness, nausea and in extreme cases vom-
iting [8] and once experienced, symptoms are slow to diminish
and persist for the course of the journey. Even mild symptoms
can have negative effects on occupants’ ability to use their time
during transportation to engage in NDRTs [3, 38, 39]. With the ad-
vent of automated vehicles (AV), drivers become occupants in AVs
and the number of active drivers is decreased. By reducing motion
sickness effects and occurrence, this paradigm shift in transport
will enable occupants to utilise their travel time productively by
engaging in NDRTs. Highlighting the need for increased research
towards not only detecting motion sickness but also developing
mitigation strategies to ensure a comfortable experience for AVs
occupants. This research must be multi-disciplinary, spanning dif-
ferent research domains, as the problem is broad and complex.

This workshop will summarise the current state of motion sick-
ness research in AVs. At the same time, it will pave the way
for future research by establishing a multi-disciplinary motion-
sickness community, bringing together researchers from Automo-
tive,Neuroscience, Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI), Psychol-
ogy and others.

Motion sickness is considered to be the result of a mismatch
between information about self-motion as perceived by differ-
ent sensory systems [29, 33, 34] as well as postural instability
[10, 34, 35, 40]. For example, when reading a book in a moving
vehicle, occupants receive information from the vestibular system
informing them of being in motion, whereas the visual system sends
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information of them being stationary. Multiple measurements of
motion sickness have been developed over the years, such as vari-
ous subjective rating scales and questionnaires (e.g., MSAQ, SSQ,
MISC, FMS, etc.) [4, 9, 11, 19, 20], as well as physiological measures
that accompany the experience of motion sickness (e.g., heart rate
variability, skin temperature, EEG, etc.) [6, 12, 13, 27, 28, 32, 41].
These can further serve as detection methods for motion sickness
[23–25, 42][23, 24, 42], that can be employed to define effective
mitigation methods, and eventually prevent the onset of motion
sickness or reduce the severity of the already experienced symp-
toms.

Mitigation methods are generally either passenger- or vehicle-
centric. Optimising the velocity or acceleration profile of the vehicle
[16, 22], suspension optimisation [17, 30],optimising seat config-
urations [18, 31] are vehicle-centric attempts to mitigate motion
sickness. At the same time, passenger-centric methods involve pre-
senting additional sensory input (e.g., visual input through a virtual
reality (VR) headset or a displays placed in the car interior) [5, 7, 26],
or administering neurostimulation to the passenger (e.g. TMS, tES
or tDCs[24]). The validation of both has been explored using dif-
ferent experimental setups. From motion platforms [21, 24] and
simulators [2, 14, 37] to on road studies using the Wizard of Oz
method [1, 5, 26, 36] or AVs [15].

2 WORKSHOP GOALS
This workshop will (1) emphasise the importance of motion sick-
ness research for the future of AVs, (2) develop a community at the
intersection of various domains that will accelerate our progress
towards understanding and tackling the issue of motion sickness
in AVs, and (3) through this community, build an agenda for re-
search that fosters collaborations through sharing of knowledge and
hardware/software resources (motion platforms, toolkits) further
accelerating the progress in this important field. The organisers will
bring together researchers and practitioners of the AutoUI commu-
nity and beyond with a wide variety of backgrounds in the design of
motion sickness detection and mitigation methods. They will also
strongly encourage researchers from industry to share their work.
First, the workshop organisers and participants will present their
current research to build a foundation and common knowledge.
These will then serve as the building blocks for future discussions
on widely-used motion sickness measures, study designs, detection,
and mitigation methods. The workshop discussions are expected
to generate new research ideas, forge future collaborations and,
ultimately pave the way for research techniques that could fully
mitigate the issue of motion sickness in AVs. The workshop will
also build the foundation for a shared review paper.

3 WORKSHOP OVERVIEW AND TENTATIVE
SCHEDULE

This workshop will include pre-recorded video presentations by
organisers introducing their current work that can be viewed prior
to the workshop, two keynotes as well as group discussions. The
workshop will last for 4 hours with a short break resulting in two
Sessions. Participants will leave this workshop with new collabora-
tors and research ideas to work on motion sickness mitigation in
AVs. Attendees will have the opportunity to submit questions online

via a Slack channel dedicated to the workshop. This channel will
allow organisers and participants to discuss their work prior to and
after the workshop further facilitating collaborations. Participants
can present their own work by submitting short abstracts prior to
the workshop with some of them being selected by organisers for
presentation.

A main goal of the workshop is to discuss the current challenges
of motion sickness research to date. To that end, participants will
have the opportunity to submit their suggestions via Slack. Closer
to the workshop date, they will be informed to vote on which
challenges they want to be discussed at the workshop and which
group discussion they want to attend. We are expecting around
30-40 participants to take part in this workshop.

3.1 Session 1
The workshop will start with a brief introduction of the organisers
as well as its aims. Then, a Q&A session will follow, in which organ-
isers will answer questions regarding their work and allow for an
open discussion based on organisers’ pre-recorded presentations.
Participant presentations and short Q&A sessions will follow. The
inclusion of both organiser and participant presentations will give
a broader overview over the current research landscape, and moti-
vate the engagement of the participants. After the presentations,
a short overview of the current challenges selected for the group
discussions will be given. This is done to give participants a final
overview over the topics discussed in smaller groups in the second
session and allows them to make their final decision regarding
which group discussion they want to participate in. These topics
could include but are not limited to:

(1) Advantages and disadvantages of measures and detection
methods of motion sickness used in current research,

(2) Advantages and disadvantages of various study designs
that are currently being applied (simulators, Wizard of Oz,
VR,. . . ),

(3) Advantages and disadvantages of currently employed miti-
gation methods for prevention, reduction and recovery of
motion sickness,

(4) Passenger-centric vs. vehicle-centeric mitigation methods.
Session 1 will conclude with a short keynote by a leading re-

searcher in the field (Assoc. Prof. Riender Happee). Between ses-
sions there will be a 15 min break for participants and organisers
to recuperate before the second session.

3.2 Session 2
The second session will focus on group activities to discuss the
current challenges of motion sickness research and possible ways
to overcoming these. Session 2 will start with a quick summary
regarding Session 1 with the opportunity to ask any remaining
questions. Afterwards, the groups will be formed to discuss the
chosen topics. Each sub-group will focus on one of the research
challenges identified prior to the workshop.

After participants have had a chance to debate the topics in
their own sub-groups, the entire workshop group will come back
together for a final discussion. Each sub-group will give a quick
presentation about the outcome of their discussion (∼ 5min each). A
group discussion will summarise the outcomes of the workshop, the
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Table 1: Workshop Timeline

Timeline
Before Workshop First Session Second Session
Pre-recorded Presentation by organizers
Introducing their Research Introduction of Organizers (10min) Recap of first Session (10min)

Submission of Short Abstracts of Participants
to Present at the Workshop

Open Discussion and Q&A Session
with Participants (30min)

Group Discussions of Research Challenges
(40min)

Participant Introduction to Slack Groups
Pre-selected Participant Presentations
(3 min presentation and 2 min Q&A;
30min in total)

Final Discussion in entire Group and
Group Presentations (45min)

Submission of Discussion Topics
"Crucial Challenges of Motion Sickness
Research to Date" by Participants

Overview of the pre-selected Topics for
the Group Discussions of Research Challenges
(10 min)

Keynote (25min)

Keynote (25min)
Break (15 min)

current state-of-the-art, and the future of motion sickness research.
The workshop will conclude with the last keynote by one of the
leading motion sickness researchers (Dr Cyriel Diels).

4 WORKSHOP OUTCOMES
The organisers hope that this workshop will facilitate new fruitful
collaborations between attendees, and will lead to new research
ideas that will help advancemotion sickness research. Our universal
goal is to create a motion sickness free travel experience for occu-
pants of AVs. Furthermore, we expect this workshop to serve as the
basis for an overview paper on detection and mitigation methods
for motion sickness in AVs focusing on prevention, reduction and
recovery methods.
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